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About This Game

Explore a nightmarish environment, scrounge for supplies, and battle the un 5d3b920ae0

Title: Outbreak
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Dead Drop Studios LLC
Publisher:
Dead Drop Studios LLC
Release Date: 17 Jan, 2017

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows (7/8/10) 64-bit

Processor: Core i3

Controls and Restore to Default to use these controls. You can also go in and just manually remap them. Added a feature to
allow the player to always face your mouse. You can enable it in the Options menu under Player Options. IMPORTANT - When
facing the mouse is enabled TURNING via any other input method will be ignored! You will need to disable this to use your
keyboard or gamepad for turning again! Fixed an issue in the controller mapper where the labels for turning right and left were
reversed.. Outbreak v1.15 Released - New Nightmares Scenario! : Outbreak v1.15.1 has been released! It includes the following
changes: Monster spawn rates significantly reduced across the game. Most changes will be felt in games on lower difficulties or
with fewer players. Capped the maximum amount of concurrent monster spawns per spawn iteration to a lower number.
Addressed music issues in Garage and Triage Onslaught scenarios. Minor spelling fixes. Outbreak v1.15 has been released! It
includes the following changes: Added the Care scenario to Nightmares mode. Further buffed players in multiplayer games with
fewer players on lower difficulties. Character and Starting Equipment screens now update properly on mouse hover. Improved
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the experience when picking up items. Sometimes the interaction would not register if the item was near a point of interest.
Consumable items earned during the game will appear correctly in your Steam backpack on the Steam website again. This was
broken due to a migration on the Steam backend for the Outbreak application, but it has been addressed with Valve's help..
Outbreak Spring Survival Sale Starts March 21st! 50% Off! : We're happy to announce that Outbreak will be 50% off from
March 21st through April 4th! In addition, DLC will be 15% off ! The sale should go live sometime around 12PM EST on the
21st! Grab a few friends and attempt to survive the nightmare, or go it alone in every game mode including the single-player
Nightmares narrative mode! Please share the sale with your friends and let's grow the community! Thanks for supporting
Outbreak!
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